
Lesson Plans
4th Grade 2020-2021

Mrs. Issac Unit/Topic: Geometry Week of: March 22-26, 2021

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Measure and Draw Angles Mock Writing
STAAR

Measure and Draw Angles cont.

Represent Data on
Frequency Tables , Dot

Plots, and Stem and Leaf
Plots

Geometry Lines, Angles, and
Shapes Test

TEKS

Objective(s)
We will determine the
approximate measure of an
angle in degrees.

We will solve for the measure of
an unknown angle formed by two
angles

We will identify data on a
frequency table with whole
numbers and fractions.

Essential
Question

How does the size of an angles
opening affect its degree

How would you solve for the total
of multiple angles?

How do people organize the
data that they collect?

Bell Work Crunch Time Daily Quiz 4.3D Crunch Time Daily Quiz 4.3E Crunch Time Daily Quiz 4.4A STAAR Review 3

Lesson
Materials

Anchor Chart or Journals
Protractor Practice Page

Anchor Chart or Writing Board
Mini Dry Erase Boards or Journals
Adding Angles Practice

Anchor Chart or Journals
Frequency Table Identification
Frequency Table Practice

Geometry Lines, Angles, and
Shapes Test

Harcourt
Go Math!

Lesson 14.3 Lesson 14.4 Lesson 17.1-17.6 Lesson 17.1-17.6

Vocabulary

Guided/
Independent

Practice

In testing situations
students will need to learn
to use the print out
version of a protractor

Create an anchor chart or
journal entry to show two
angles that are sharing one
ray to form one angle. Give

Create an anchor chart
or journal entry to
demonstrate the
features of a Frequency

Geometry Lines, Angles, and
Shapes Test



with pre-created angles.
Students will need to be
able to calculate an angle
that starts at zero as well
as angles that start on
any given degree. When
using a print out
protractor students can
still misuse the numbers
and give the incorrect
degree. Students should
still practice first naming
the angel before
measuring it.
Demonstrate an angle
with one ray passing
through the top 45 and
the other ray passing
through the top 120.
Students can either skip
count the tic marks from
45 to 120 or they can
subtract 45 from 120.
Students should practice
both methods so that they
can choose the one that
works best for them.
Students may need to
practice this several times
before practicing with
partners.

the measurement of each
individual angle. Talk about
the angles name. Ex: Angle
ABE and EBC have
combined to form ABC.
Discuss estimating its
name first. Ex: with the
combination of a 23 degree
(ABE) & 41 degree (EBC)
would it be an acute or a
right angle? Students then
add the two measurements
to get a total measurement.
Students should practice
labeling the measurement
with the angels name. It’s
good practice for when they
start seeing angles names
in word problems.
Demonstrate again if
necessary and then allow
students to practice with a
partner.

Table. Describe the title,
rows, columns, and their
purpose. Using an
already created
frequency table help
students understand the
purpose of the data
being in order from least
to greatest, the purpose
of the tallies, and then
the purpose of the
number of tallies being
converted to a whole
number in the frequency
column. Review again if
necessary and then
have students begin
practicing with a partner

Assessment-
Formative

Summative

Homework
Correct homework
STAAR Master Quick Review
Week 1 Day 1-3

STAAR Master Quick Review
Week 1 Day 4

STAAR Master Quick Review
Week 1 Day 5

No Homework

Exit Ticket



Key Questions During Lesson
What is an acute angle? What is a right angle? What is an obtuse angle? What is a protractor?

What is an acute angle? What is a right angle? What is an obtuse angle? How are two parts used to find the whole

What is data? What information would you want to record? Why would writing down data be important? How could this be used in the real world?


